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The Millennium Development Goals
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development
The framework includes 18 targets and
48 indicators enabling the ongoing
monitoring of annual progress

32
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It is all about:

People,
Politics,
Places,
and Power,

human rights, engagement and dignity
land policies and good governance
shelter, land rights, and natural resources
decentralisation and empowerment
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Land governance

Land governance is about the policies,
processes and institutions by which land,
property and natural resources are managed.
This includes decisions on access to land;
land rights; land use; and land development.
Land governance is about determining
and implementing sustainable land policies.

Understanding the land management paradigm
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LAS provide the infrastructure for implementation of land polices
and land management strategies in support of sustainable development.

Land Tenure: the allocation and security of rights in lands; the legal surveys of boundaries; the transfer of property through sale or
lease; and the management; adjudication of disputes regarding rights and boundaries.
Land Value: the assessment of the value of land and properties; the gathering of revenues through taxation; and the management
and adjudication of land valuation and taxation disputes.
Land-Use: the control of land-use through adoption of planning policies and land-use regulations at various levels; the enforcement
of land-use regulations; and the management and adjudication of land-use conflicts.
Land Development: the building of new infrastructure; the implementation of construction planning; and the change of land-use
through planning permission and granting of permits.

Williamson, Enemark, Wallace, Rajabifard, 2010
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Good governance is:

 Sustainable and locally responsive: It balances the economic, social, and environmental
needs of present and future generations, and locates its service provision at the closest level to citizens.

 Legitimate and equitable: It has been endorsed by society through democratic processes
and deals fairly and impartially with individuals and groups providing non-discriminatory access to service

 Efficient, effective and competent: It formulates policy and implements it efficiently
by delivering services of high quality

 Transparent, accountable and predictable: It is open and demonstrates stewardship
by responding to questioning and providing decisions in accordance with rules and regulations.

 Participatory and providing security and stability: It enables citizens to participate
in government and provides security of livelihoods, freedom from crime and intolerance.

 Dedicated to integrity: Officials perform their duties without bribe and give independent advice
and judgements, and respects confidentiality. There is a clear separation between private interests
of officials and politicians and the affairs of government.

Adapted from FAO, 2007

Good governance
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A land management vision

Spatially enabled
land administration
Land tenure, Land Value,
Land Use, Land
Development
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Place matters
Everything happens somewhere

“If we can understand more about the nature
of “place” where things happen, and the impact
on the people and assets on that location,
we can plan better, manage risk better,
and use our resources better.”
Location Strategy for United Kingdom, 2008

“Heading toward spatial enabled society”
.

Spatially Enabled Government

A spatially enabled government organises its business
and processes around “place” based technologies, as
distinct from using maps, visuals, and webenablement.
The technical core of Spatially Enabling Government
Is the spatially enabled cadastre.
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Significance of the Cadastre
SDI

Mapping agencies
and other data
providers

Cadastral
engines…

Land
Spatially
management
enabled
paradigm government

1. Multipurpose
Cadastre

Incorporating:

Tenure

2. Title or deeds
tenure style
Cadastres

Parcels
Properties
Buildings
Roads

(Torrens/English style)

3. Taxation driven
cadastre

Integrated functions

(German style)

Value

Use

(French/Latin/
USA style)

Development

Land policy

Spatially
enabled
LAS

Services to
business
and
public

Better
decision
making

Sustainable
development
-

Economic
Environmental
Social
Governance

Country
context
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The role of property rights
”Civilised living in market
Economies is not simply due
to greater prosperity
but to the order that formalised
property rights bring”

Continuum of rights
(GLTN-agenda)
From: illegal or informal rights
To:

legal or formal rights

Hernando de Soto – 1993

Formal land rights can be recorded
in traditional cadastral systems

Informal rights cannot be recorded
in traditional cadastral systems

Limitations of Formal Cadastral Systems

•

More than 70 per cent of the
land in many developing
countries are outside the
formal systems of land
registration and administration

•

This relates especially to
informal settlements and areas
governed by customary tenure

•

Traditional cadastral systems
do not provide for security of
tenure in these areas.
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The Social Tenure Domain Model: Closing the Gap

Party
Social
Tenure
Relationship
Spatial
Unit

Modeling the relation between Parties – Spatial unit – Social Tenure
Parties (“who”): Not only a (legal) person – but a range of subjects such as
person, couple, groups of people, unidentified groups, authority, etc,
Spatial Unit (”where”): Not only an identified (measured) parcel – but a range of
objects such land parcels, buildings, etc and identified in various ways – such
as one point, street axes, photos, etc.
Social tenure (“what”): Not only ownership and formal legal rights – but also
range of informal, indigenous and customary rights as well as financial issues
such group loans and micro credit.
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Facing the new challenges

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate change
Food shortage
Energy scarcity
Urban growth
Environmental degradation
Natural disasters
Global financial crisis

All these challenges relate to governance and management of land
Good Land Governance is fundamental for addressing the new
challenges and for achieving the MDGs

Climate change – disaster management

Time, 2009

A Majeed, AFP, Getty Images (2010)

The most important environmental concern now is climate change.
The authoritative Stern Report on the economics of climate change
concludes that it will ‘affect the basic elements of life for people around
the world – access to water, food production, health and the environment’.
Planning Sustainable Cities: UN-Habitat Global Report on Human Settlement 2009
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Climate change - The world in terms of carbon emission

Climate change - The world in terms of increased mortality

Climate Change
No matter the inequity between the developed and developing
world in terms of emissions and climate consequences, there is
a need to develop relevant means of adaptation to climate change
both in the rich and the poorer countries.
Sustainable Land Administration Systems should serve as a basis
for climate change mitigation and adaptation as well as prevention
and management of natural disasters.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporating climate change into current land policies
Adopting standards for energy use, emissions, carbon stock potential,.....
Identifying prone areas (sea level rise, drought, flooding, fires,...)
Controlling access to and use of land in relation to climate change and disaster risks
Controlling building standards and emissions in relation to climate change
Improving resilience of existing ecosystems vulnerable to climate change
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Geo-information management

…creates a strong foundation

Source: ESRI

...for sustainable action

Disaster risk prevention and management
•

Humanitarian actors are often confronted with land issues
when undertaking emergency shelter and protection activity.

•

The information on the people to land relationship is crucial
in the immediate post disaster situation.

•

Disaster risks must be identified as area zones in the land-use plans
and the land information system with the relevant risk assessment
and information attached.

•

Measures for disaster risk prevention and
management should be integrated in the
land administration systems
Land and Natural Disasters
Guidance for Practitioners.
UN-HABITAT/FAO, 2010
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Climate Change – disaster management

We cannot change the Hazard
but we can manage the Risk

The role of

intend to play a strong role in building
the capacity to design, build and manage
Land Governance systems in response
to the new challenges and addressing
societal needs.
“Building the capacity for taking
the land policy agenda forward”
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Thank you
for your attention
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